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ABSTRACT

A series of saddle point solutions of 0(3) nonlinear sigma model with symmetry

breaking term in 1+1 dimensions are obtained by imposing boundary condition either pe-

riodic or partially antiperiodic (0(3) sfktknns am t circle). Under the periodic bound-

ary condition, classical features of the 0(3) sphalerons are similar to scalar sphalerons

of 4iA model on a circle by Manton and Samols. Under the partially antiperiodic bound-

ary condition, the lowest of the (7(3) sphalerons coincides in the limit of infinite spatial

domain with the O(3) sphaleron by Mottola and VVipf. In particular, zero and negative

modes of them are examined in detail. An estimate of transition rate over the lowest

O(3) sphaleron at Bnite temperature is made, and some remarks on simulating the tran-

sition on a lattice are given. One to one correspondence between these 0(3) sphalerons

on a circle and a series of (possible) classical solutions of SU{2) gauge-Higgs model, to

which the electroweak sphaleron 5 and new sphaleron S' belong, is discussed.

Address after October 1, Deputnrat of Pkyjia. S a p Uiiversity, Saga 840, Japu.
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1. Introduction

Kuzumin, Rubakov and Shaposhnikov have pointed out a possibility that, as tem-

perature of the early universe decreases down to that of electroweak phase transition

of 0(100 Ger), electroweak chiral anomaly coupled to fermions may largely affect pri-

mordial baryon asymmetry of the universe" . Namely, transitions between topologically

different vacua, which induce baryon number change through the anomaly, could take

place not by quantum tunneling due to instantons, whose contribution is completely neg-

ligible, but by thermal activation overwhelming barriers between the vacua whose height

is characterized by sphaleron (sphaleron transition). The sphaleron S is a classical sad-

dle point solution of the electroweak theory with energy Et k~ 8irmw/g> ~ O(10 Tev),

where m |V is the \V boson mass, g the SU{2) gauge coupling constant with the t/(l)

coupling constant g' put to be zero for convenience sake" . The original ansatz for the

sphaleron configuration in the asymptotic region was given by Dashen, Hasslacher and

Neveua> , and a geometrical analy^i* that the ansatz offers a saddle point solution was

made by Manton making use of a noncontractibte loop in field configuration space"

Needless to say, the possibility mentioned at the beginning, if realized, presents a serious

problem in understanding the evolution of our universe, and many investigations, some

of which are controversial, have been made.

Unfortunately, the sphaleron transition of the electroweak theory is too complicated

to treat, so that one usually adopts some simple model or other in 1+1 dimensions,

such as abelian gauge-Higgs model'1 , real scalar ^ model" and 0(3) nonlinezi sigma

model. Among the toy models, the O{3) nonlinear sigma model examined by Moltola and

Wipf" is particularly interesting, since the model shares many features with nonabelian

gauge theories such as scale invariance, asymptotic freedom, topological aspect of winding

numbers together with instantons and chiral anomaly. The model has to be supplemented

by an explicit symmetry breaking term, which guarantees the model to have a soliton
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solution by Derrick's theorem but invalidates some of the nice features such as scale

invariance. Even for the toy models, one often resorts to Monte Carlo analyses on a

lattice to simulate the sphaleron transition because of nonperturbative nature of the

soiiton solution'1" , and the lattice simulation restricts the spatial domain to be finite.

In the present paper we examine the 1+1 dimensional 0(3) nonlinear sigma model

in a finite spatial domain L. Arising specifically from the finiteness of L, the mode!

possesses a series of saddle point solutions /„ . Let us call them 0(3) sjihtkrons on

a circle. /„ xiik ax even integer n is nijecl to periodic hundtrj condition (PBC)

while /„ wilk «* odd in.^tr n to pmrlUII) tntiperiodic iomdtrf condition (PABC)

explained in the text. Aside from Monte Carlo simulation, the model may deserve to be

investigated in its own right.

As discussed in section 2, the O(3) sphaierons under PBC on a circle possess classical

properties similar to a series of soiiton solutions of the teal scalar 4>* model on a circle

by Manton and Samols" , which we call sctltr spktlcrons on « circle. Namely, the n-lh

sphaleron /„ with an even n is interpreted as composed from n/2 pairs of "kink" and

"antikink" situating alternatively with equal separation i / i i on the circle. That with

an odd a is regarded as (n — l)/2 kink pairs and one Idnk(antikink). The lowest of the

O(3) sphaierons under PABC on a circle, Jv coincides in the large L limit with the 0(3)

sphaleron / A / n , by Mottola and VVipf in ihe « priori infinite spatial domain'* .

Section 3 treats zero and negative modes of the 0(3) sphaierons on the basis of a

recent formulation of zero mode in terms of collective coordinates and momenta by one of

the authors (K. F.)" . /„ is found to have two zero modes and (2n-1) negative modes*

. An essential difference between the O(3) and scalar sphaierons is that, while the scalar

* Similarly to the scalar spualeroas oa a circle, the term "kirk" does aot deaote the genuine stable
soiiton coafigar&tioa, as will be exptataed in the text.

) Ref. 10 is referred to as I kercauer.
* Tke namber of aegative mode of the dectroweak sphaleroa depeads on the Higgs mass10 .
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sphalerons decay by annihilating one or more kink pairs on the circle, the 0(3) sphalerons

doniinantly decay, so to speak, perpendicular to the classical sphaleron configuration.

This is due to that the 0(3) field u(z) with u - u = 1 as a multicomponent field has more

degrees of freedom than those of the real scalar field 4>{z). We could reasonably guess

that sphalerons of a single component field may be far from imitation of the electroweak

sphaleron 5.

In Section 4 we estimate thermal transition rate over the lowest sphaleron fx taking

account of finite L effects. We also give some remarks that are necessary to simulate the

transition on a lattice.

In Section 5 devoted to discussions, we compare the 0(3) sphalerons on a circle with

possible classical solutions of SU{2) gauge-Higgs model in 3-1-1 dimensions examined by

K.Fujii and two of the authors (S.O. and F.T.)1"1 . The latter also form a series to

which belong the electroweak sphaleron S and a new sphaleron S* by Klinkhamer1" ,

although, unfortunately, non but 5 itself has been proved yet to be an exact classical

solution to the relevant field equations over the whole domain of space. Anyhow, the

correspondence of the serial structure between the O(3) sphalerons on a circle and the

(possible) classical solutions of the gauge-Higgs model is just one to one, such as f7 to

5 and / . to Sm. / t corresponds to the string-monopole configuration by Nambu10 . A

short comment is given on "baryonic charge" of the 0(3) sphalerons.

Conclusion is given in Section 6.

t Ret. 12 ii referred to is II kereafter.
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2. O(3) sphalerons on a circle

The lagrangian of the O{3) nonlinear sigmi. model of three-component field ll(z)

with 11 • u = 1 in 1+1 dimensions is

(2.1)

where t/(u) is the explicit symineiry breaking terra. In terms of dimensionless variables

T = ux°, £ = u)xx with the domain size A = wi , eq.(2.1) is read as

with li = dn/dr, n' = rfu/d£, - A / 2 <(< A/2.

2.1. CLASSICAL STATIC SOLUTIONS

To obtain soliton solutions we adopt Mottola and Wipf's ansatz :

n = ( - s i n / « ) , 0, cos/K)) (2.3)

with f(() 6 [-*\ TJ* " . Then the equation of motion from (2.2) is

/" + s in / = 0, (2.4)

which implies energy conservation law:

(/')2/2 - U(f) = -2C1 with U(f) = l + c o s / = 2cosJ(//2), (2.5)

i.e., a particle moving in an attractive potential —V with binding energy 2C'2, which is

El Although this is so aisttz at this sUge, it js easy to see that tbc resalt does satisfy the fall
equations of motion

<• / = (,{z) - i . where { ( i ) is the variable of Mottola tad VVipf or that ia I.
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parametrized as

C7{k) = l-k2, 0<Jfc< l . (2.6)

Trivial solutions to (2.5) are:

{ /„ = ± x with k = 1: vacuum solutions,

/ 0 = 0 with it = 0: zero solution. *2'7'

Nonuivial solutions are:

/(()=: 2sin-l(kSn((;k)), (2.8)

or sin(//2) = it sn(£; k), «*s(//2) = dn(£; k),

where sn(£; it), dn(£; it) and cn(£; i ) (appearing later) are the elliptic functions. Namely,

ni(t) = -2ksa(t;k)dn{Z;k), n,«) = dn2«;it) - *W({;*). (2.9)

2.2. BOUNDARY CONDITION

A subtle feature is that the period of sn((; k) and cn({;i) is 4A'(Jb) while that of

dn({;k) is 2A(i) , where

. /2

A'(i) = I rf»(l - fc'sin'tf)-'".
0

(2.10)

This demands us • careful treatment of iouttdtfy condition. Let us put 2A'(t)n = A

for some integer n. A'(Jt) increases monotonically from A"(0) — x/2 to infinity as k —• 1.
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Therefore, given the size A of the spatial domain as

A A , < A < A J , + 1 with Aw = irJV, (2.11)

we have JV nontrivial solutions:

/ ( 0 = / n ( 0 = 2sin-'(ins»(«;<-n)) ««th n = l , 2 , - - - , ^ , (2.12)

where i n is given by

2A'(*n) = A/n with *, > i ? > • •• > kN. (2.13)

For illustration, we show in Fig.l schematic behaviors of /„(£) and n[/n] in the region

-2A'(*n) <(< 2K(in) aiound £ = 0. We caU all the nontrivial solutions (2.12) O(3)

syhalerons on a circle.

Fig.l

It is easy to see that for fn

t»1(f + A) = (-l)"»,(«), «,(« + A) = n3U). (2.14)

The even n case is the standard periodic iannitr) condition (PBC). The odd n case we

call partially avtiperiodic loimjarjr coniiiion(PABC). In principle, the 0(3) model with

PBC and that ivitli PABC are completely different systems. For brevity's sake, however,

we discriminate ike two by the ixfcjer n, even for PBC and odd for PABC. We also

impose the boundary condition for n2:

n2tf + A) = (-l)nn2«), (2.15)

which guarantees the model to respect the internal rotational symmetry around the n3

axis in the lagrangian (2.1).
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The 0(3) sphaleion by Mottola and Wipf in the * priori infinite spatial domain is

/W H , ({) = 2Sin-'(tanhO (2.16)

with filir(i - ±00) = ± * " . This is the kx -» I limit of our / , ( ( ) under PABC in the

half region — K{k\) < £ < A'(Jtj)in Fig.J with A'(Jt,) —• 00. Moreover, a feature specific

to 1 + 1 dimensional field with a periodic potential like £/"(/) is that in the a priori infinite

spatial domain only a single soliton type solution connecting any two neighboring vacua

(together with the antisoliton) is admitted'" . This is the one (2.16).

In the l?rge A, fcn — 1 limit, the 0(3) sphaleron /„ on a circle with even n is actually

similar to n/2 kink pairs (PBC) and that with odd n to (2n — l)/2 kink pairs and one

kink(anti' k) (PABC), as understood from Fig.l. In other words, the it-node pattern

of fn remains in the large A, kn —* 1 limit with a kink or an antikink at every node

alternatively.

2.3. ENERGIES OF CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS

The energy of the classical static solutions is given by

A/2 A/2

£[/] = p J rf«[^(n')2 + V(a)} = £ I dQ^U'? + 2cos5(//2)]. (2.17)
-A/2 -A/S

For the trivial solutions we have

£[/„] = 0, £[/„] = 2 A W / / . (2.18)

For the nontrivial solutions we have

^ / tlZJli; *„) + dn'tf; kj)
9 -A/2 (219)



where

E(k) = I dff(l-k1sia't)ll'!. (2.20)

Because (1 - fc')A'(t) — 0 as Jb — 1 while EH) = 1, we have in the large A, lcn — 1

limit

EUn]->nEtfk, Eifk = Sw/g>, (2.21)

Eth = E[!hln] being the single sphaleron energy. Figure 2 shows the energy functional

E[fn] versus A. As A increases, a new solution fn is born at every An — irn from the

zero solution /„, and £•[/„] starting from 2ritu/g2 = £[/„] Sends rapidly to nE k. This

is called bifurcation mechanism.

Fig.2

2 .4 . COMPARISONS WITH SCALAR SPHALERONS ON A CIRCLE

The lagrangian.of a real scalar field <* with 4>* interaction in 1+1 dimensions is

where v i s the vacuum expectation valueof^, r = Xx°, ( = Ai 1 , —A/2 < { < A/2 (A =

At) . For a single component field like 4>, PABC is excluded.

Classical static solutions by Manton and Sainols are as follows*':

( (4V = ±1 with Jb = 1 : vacuum solutions

4{O = ' ^o ~ ° w i t l 1 k~° '• Z M 0 s010'*011 (2.23)
£; k.) : nontrivial solutions.

where b{k) = (2/(1 + ft1))1", and k{ is given from 4A'(*/)/*(tf) = A/^4, >t%> >

kN) for Aw < A < Aw + 1 with AK = v^"-^. Since \/2 > A(i) > 1 and 0 < i i ( l ) < 1,

$At) has the same pattern of behaviors with /n(£) with u = 2/ in Fig.l. Thus many of
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the classical features of the 0(3) sphalerons with PBC on a circle such as the bifurcation

pattern of the energy functional are similar to those of the scalar sphalerons on a circle.

The scalar sphaleron <fi( consists of I kinks and / antildnks situating alternatively

with equal separation A/21 = < on the circle. For 5 > 1, £[(J(] is"

£[*,] = 2 ^ , - 16A*' exp(-2,)] + O(«p(-4 . ) ) , (2.24)

where ? tjn l = 4Au2/3 is the single kink errergy and the second term represents the

nearest neighbor interaction energy between a kink and an antikink. Similarly, E[fjt]

with ( kink pairs is shown to be

«[/„] = 2^,,»-32(«/5
!)exp(-*)] + O(exp(-2.)). (2.25)

3. Zero and negative modes of O(3) sphalerons on a circle

3.1. FLUCTUATION OPERATORS

2-sphere 5* of n n = I is parametrized by two parameters /i g [0, r) and / € [-*•*}

as

(—sin/isin/, — cosjisin/j(l + cos/) , sin2ficos/ — cos1 it). (3.1)

We now have the classical solutions such that (n,f) = (x /2 , / n ) with n in (2.3), ( 0 , / J

with u = (0,0, -1 ) and ( T / 2 , / 0 ) with u = (0,0,1). As shown geometrically by Mottola

and Wipf } , /i parametrizes a noitcontractible loop in field configuration space.

Let us introduce fluctuations around the classical solutions following the formulation

given in I:

). (3.2)

where the classical solution fd(£) is one of the nontriviai solutions /„ or the zero solution

/0 . While v(i) represents fluctuation of fd on the circle, *••(£) induces, so to speak,
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fluctuation perpendicular to the circle. The fluctuation operators, which are orthogonal

to each other, are given by

where

By putting j/(f) = u(()/(l -I- cos JJ,£)), the operator d/d£ is eliminated from Il(v)'

In the case of / w ( 0 = /„({), the boundary condition for a(() in (2.14, I.) requires

«U + A) = (-l)"«(fl . tr({ + A) = (- l)"e(O. (3-6)

i.e., we have to choose PBC(I'ABC) for the fluctuations around /„ with even(odd) n.

3 . 2 . ElGENHODES AND EIGENVALUES

From U{u) and fl{v) fluctuations (un, vn) arounj /rf = /„(£) are subject to

(-JV* 1 + V(un)]ua = e ^ u . (3.7)

with {/(a,) = -(cos/, + [}'.?) = 5 - 4t» - Bdn'tfttJ. »nd

l f ( O K = e. ,». (38)

with £/(«„) = — cos /„ = 1 — 2dn*((; lcn), where e is the eigenvalue of 'he fluctuations in

the unit of i*>2.

* u sad v respectively correspoad to Ike sune qiutities of Mottola sad Wipf . tkuagh oar ongibol
v has ko simple limeKT rclitioa to tlteir «.
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Several analytic solutions of eigenmodes are explicitly found:

«.°«sn({;JiJdn({;/fcJ with e°.,n = 0,

u ;occn«; iJdnU; fcJ with £ ^ = - 3 ^ , (3.9)

a+«snK;*n)cnK;fcB) with £+„ = 3(1 - *J) for even n,

and

v°«cnti;ka) with E°o = 0,

w-<xdn({;tn) with £^, = - ( l - * J ) for even n, (3.10)

v+<xsn(Z;kn) with «+„ = **.

Note that u+ and u~ ace incompatible with PABC for odd n.

In the large A, ky —* 1 limit, we have

°i ~* "S/iv <* tanhfsechj with «2., = 0,

uf —• tijj ,̂,, oc sech'£ with £^, —* — 3, (3-11)

These ate the zero and negative modes of Mottola and Wipf's sphaleron fmv{£), and

are the only discrete solutions of the Rosen-Morse potentials c7(uMH,) and U("flw)

Their physical meaning is that the zero mode >PMW a associated with the freedom of

spatial translation, the other zero mode u^/iy with the (reedom of rotating u around

the ii. axis in accord with the internal U\\) symmetry, and the negative mode vjjiy

reflects the fact that sliding the loop on S1 perpendicular to the sphaleron decreases the

energy" . These remarks respectively apply to tijj, uj and u^ of the O(3) sphalerons on

a rircle irrespective of the boundary condition.

What is specific to a finite spatial domain is the negative mode v~ in (3.10) under

PBC. (We will later see that the vn fluctuation has negative modes also for odd a > 3

under PABC.) Its physical meaning is of course that the (7(3) sphaleron /„ (except for
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fl with one node) can decay by annihilating one or more kink pairs of its own on the

circle, similarly to the scalar sphaleron <t>t" .

However, this is not a whole story. The eigenmodes uQt vQ of the zero solution / 0

are given from (3.7, 8) with U(u0) = U{«0) = - 1 ( kn = 0,dnl(£;0) = 1). They have

common eigenmodes:

UQ, VQ = constant with £Q = — I (nondegeneracy),

i, cospm( (pm = *m/A) (doubledegeneracy) (3.12)

with eg1 = * 2 n > 7 A ! - 1 ( m = l , 2 , - - ) -

Here again, PBC(PABC) requires even(odd) m. At A = Ao = I O , both t>0 and i'o have

degenerate zero modes eg = 0. At this bifurcation point, all eigenmodes and eigenvalues

of the zero solution should continue to those of fn through * change jfcn = 0 —• e. The

following perturbative result giving the eigenvalue bifurcation can be shown :

(3.13)

The ±Sn „ t' -is imply that the double degeneracy of the eg = 0 mode is broken, so

that it bifurcates into two of the pitchfork type. The other degeneracy of eo
n*"') will be

broken at O{k*) or higher.

Let us examine the bifurcation pattern of / 3 more in detail, whose result is shown in

Fig.3. Among eigenmodes with eu j(ev 2), two from Eg and one from t j (nondegenerate

EJ) are already known in (3.9,10) over the whole region of k}, i.e., "~,u°, u${v2,v+,v~)

respectively. We stress that the downward pitchfork bifurcation pattern of «., fluctuation

perpendicular to the circle, is largely different from the upward one of t>2 and the scalar

sphaleron (Fig.2 of Manton and Satnols" ), both being constrained on a circle. We cite

Perturbitioa to U(ti),l/(v) ud to tie boanduy coaditioa A ~ A.(l + lb*/4) kave bcu mule" .
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some perlurbative eigenmodes whose eigenvalues are given in (3.13):

«'," « dn2«; *,) - (1/3) + (*2/6) with <; , = - ( 1 + Jtf) - eg,

«i+«cnJ(e;fc2) -sn'Cf; *,) - (*?/2) with < • = 3(1 - *?) - c0, (3.14)

v? oc (3 - 2fc2)sn(£ *,)cn(£; *,) with <+ = 3 - i | — 4 ,

which are valid to O(Jt|). Note that e'+t = E+: to O(Jb*) as remarked before. We also

cite some perturbative eigenmodes at i 2 ~ 1:

u'f « dn'tf; kt) - (t?/2)snl«; it,) with £ , = -3(1 - i?),
(3.15)

u'+ocdn'«;itj)-(2/3)-(if/2)sn2«it2) with <+2 = 1 + *?,

valid to O(Jlf) where fcj = (1 -1 | ) ' ' 2 .

Fig.3

Since the eigenmodes (3.9, 10) and the relation (3.13) hold for *„ other than kv

the downward and upward pitchfork bifurcation pattern in Fig.3 applies to /„ aroend

A — An, so that /„ has two zero modes. We can also count the number of its negative

mode since no level crossing should take place as kn changes. For even (odd) n, the

number is one from eg ~> £».». two (zero) from ej , 2(n - 2) (2(n - 1)) from £Q" with

2(1) < even(odd) m < n — 2. Thus the total number of the negative mode of /„ is

(2n - 1) for all n. Interestingly, the coefficients of d n 2 ( 6 * J in U(tin) and U(va) in

(3.7, 8) are -t(C + 1) with 1 = 2,1 respectively. As an extension of Mathieu's equation,

the eigenvalue (up to a constant) is known to be \(t) = — P, —(I — I)2 , • • •, — 1 together

with continuum Ml) > 0. Note that ca ,£v = M()+i at i 2 ~ 1 respectively for 1 = 2,1

as in Fig.3. Thus, the dominant decay mode of the O(3) sphalerons on a circle is the u

fluctuation of sliding down, not the v fluctuation constrained on the circle.

For the vacuum solutions /„ , U[uv) = U{vv) = 1. Their eigenmodes uv,vv are

the same as uQ, t>Q together with the same boundary condition and degeneracy, but the
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eigenvalues are

£™ = £™ + 2 > 0 (3.16)

with

e? = (m/n)2 + 1 - {(m/n)! + 1) - (i;/2)(m/n)1 + O(tJ) (3.17)

at A ~ An .which we will use in the next section.

Summarizing, all the nontrivial solutions /„ ate respectively accompanied with two

zero and (2n — 1) negative modes, the latter of which prove that the 0(3) sphalerons

on a circle are saddle point solutions. They dominantly decay in a way perpendicular

to the classical spharelon configuration. In other words, the pair annihilation on a circle

which is the the only decay mode of the scalar sphalerons is almost forbidden, and such

degrees of freedom of field that are classically frozen revive in the quantum level.

4. Transition rate of the lowest O(3) sphaleron

In the case of a single saddle point with one negative mode, transition rate T by

thermal activation overwhelming the saddle point barrier at high temperature \ffi >

u>~/2* is given by

T = (j8uT/x)ImF, (4.1)

where u>~ = \/l£~l w is square root of the dimensional eigenvalue of the negative mode,

and the free energy F is given by the partition function Z as F = —(l//3)lnZ'""' .

Needless to say, an evaluation of the free energy, in particular, that of the entropy term

is unavoidable to examine th? sphaleron transition'"" .
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4 .1 . ESTIMATE OP THE TRANSITION RATE

We apply (4.1) to the lowest 0(3) spiialeron / , , and use I: = fc, for convenience,

which is given from the domain size as 2A"(i) = A. Under PABC / , with one negative

and two zero modes is the only saddle point solution for A, < A < A3 or 0 < it < 0.999.

(For A > A3, we disregard effects of the other higher sphalerons.)

Taking account of contributions from the vacuum solution fv and the sphaleron / . ,

Z is approximated as Z » Zv + Zg k with Zv > \Zt J , which results in

Jm^-I i - ImZ^, (4.2)

and the Gaussian approximation is made in the standard way which is valid for <r < 1.

Contribution from the classical solutions is simple:

where £[ / , ] , which is k dependent, is given in (2.19).

Each zero mode a = (u°, nj) contributes to (eq. (3.24) of I)

where Vu = 2x (the U(l) rotation) and Vv = L = A/w (the translation) are volumes of

the coordinates, and M, denotes normalization of the wave functions given by

jg..^,^ (4.5)

with

05,., = (- tan(/,(0/2), 0), ViM = (0, «/ |«)) ,
1 /"(l+cos/^C))2 0\ (4.6)
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By a straightforward calculation we can obtain the following result:

}

where F is the hypergeometric function.

Every positive and negative mode contribute to Z respectively through the factors

l/2sinh(|9u)+/2) and - i/2sin(/?u>-/2), (4.8)

where UJ+ = \fc* w, and the latter is obtained from the former by analytic continuation.

We show thai, the positive mode contributions are largely canceled between Z h and Zv

resulting in a finite entropy term, by approximating l/2sinh(/?u+/2) « Ijfiu*. Consider

contribution from the positive mode u fluctuation. At A ~ A( and k ~ 0, the positive

mode eigenvalues w+ of / t are given by (3.13) from those of the zero solution with n = 1

and odd m > 3: u*m ~ y/Sg" u ~ i/m1 — 1 w. On the other hand, those of the vacuum

solution /„ are given by (3.16) also from the zero solution: w+'m ~ y/rv? + 1 u with odd

m > 1. Recalling that all of them are doubly degenerate, their contributions to Z JZV

,((2/-l)!-l), i.e.,

In the same way, we obtain that of the v fluctuation taking account >f the nondegenerate

«+ with w+ = Jtw in (3.10):

Z . i A rnchf * - /9 \
(4.10)

By multiplying these two positive mode contributions, we obtain the entropy term given

below.
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The negative mode contribution from u~ in (3.9) is

=^^~ (4.11)•Ml- 22sin(/3u-/2)'

where oij" = \/5ku>. The numerator and denominator of the second factor are due to

(4.1) and (4.8) respectively and the firj< additionai factor 1/2 reflects one way transition

of this wj" mode11'* " . By multiplying all the contributions we arrive at

W. (4.12)
L

The entropy term is

0u) - ln((16cosh2(x/2)/ir2Jt)(l + a(*2))
(4.13)

with a(Jfc') = (A2/4)(» tanh(i/2) - 3) at -0.03ib3,

where a[k7) is the O(fc2) correction to the positive mode contributions when the O(Jt?)

terms in (3.13, 17) with n = 1 are considered. Aside from divergences at k = 0 due to a

etude approximation of the entropy term, VjL depends on it or L rather weakly.

4.2. REMARKS ON LATTICE SIMULATION

Lattice simulation of the 1+1 dimensional 0(3) sphaleron transition at finite tem-

perature may be of interest. In order to isolate the transition over the lowest j v we

must (i) impose PABC, and (ii) choose the size of the system to be t/ui < L < 3ir/w

as mentioned before, or (ii1) take 1/g2 > 1 to suppress higher sphaleron effects by the

Boltzmann factor if L > 3*/iu.
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5. Discussions

5. 1. CORRESPONDENCE TO POSSIBLE CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS OF 5 f (2 ) GAWSE-

HlGGS MODEL

A question examined in 11 was why the electroweak sphaleron 5, which is spherically

symmetric, actually sits at a saddle point irrespective of the maximal symmetry of the

theory it enjoys. An answer was that the sphaleron is able to be interpreted as a kind of

composite of the axially symmetric string-monopole configuration by Nambu'" . As a

bonus, a possibility was pointed out that the SU{2) gauge-Higgs model may admit more

classical solutions as composites of the string-inonopole configuration including possibly

the new sphaleron SV On the other hand, the (7(3) field u({) is able to be embedded

in SU(2) (strictly, SU{2)/U(1) = S2) in the form

i(n-r ) , (5.1)

which helps to find correspondence between the two models.

In the asymptotic region, the SU(2) Higgs field normalized by its vacuum expectation

value is embedded in SU(2):

c o s ( m l V 2 ) sin(m«/2)exp(-iV)\
(m#/2)«P(,V) -cos(m«/2) J ( ' ~ °°] ( 5 2 )

(m = 1,2, • • •), from which the asymptotic form of the corresponding gauge field is given

by

gAJm) = -i(0(If/(m))tf(m)'. (5.3)

U(\) is the ansatz for the string-monopole configuration by Nambu'" , f/(2) is that

for the sphaleron S" , and U{4) for the new sphaleron $'"' . As discussed in II, any

neighboring f/(m) and U(m +1) are related by a common singular gauge transformation,
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while U(m = 2{) {I = 1,2, • • •) are successively obtained from U(l) by taking the Ilopf

projection map which intioduces a noncontractible loop in field configuration space.

(i) Let us lake the following correspondence:

/„ <—> £/(m) with n = m, (5.4)

f2 to the electroweak sphaleron S from U(2), and / . to the new sphaleron S* from

U(4). For example, as V{4) is obtained from U{2) by hopfization as in II, a kenriatic

hopfization of (5.1), i(n f f • r ) = i[u • r)r3(n - r) with n in (2.3), gives

n f f = ( - s in/ f f , 0, cos/ f l) with fH = 2/ . (5.5)

Namely, the hopfization is, so to speak, a frequency doubler of the 0(3) model producing

f2n from /„ in parallel to f/(2m) from (7(m), (We said heuristic since hopfization is

complete if and only if / covers the whole domain [—r, x].) Note also that starting

from (/(I), £/(4) or the new sphaleron 5* implies a noncontractible sphere structure by

Klinkhamer"' through twice hopfization.

(ii) Then what corresponds to the string-monopole configuration from 1 (̂1), the

starting key to the U(m) series? Obviously this is / ( . More generally /„ with an odd

integer n differs from /„ with an even » only by the boundary condition. As /„ with

an odd n is subject to PABC, the gauge field from U{m) with an odd m possesses the

string singularity. (The gauge field with an even m is nonsingular.)

(iii) In particular, as the 0(3) sphaleron / 2 is able to be interpreted as consisting

of a pair of kink / . , the sphaleron S is regarded as a kind of composite of a pair of the

string-monopole configuration.

(iv) All the serial solutions /„ as if produced by a frequency multiplier have an equal

qualification, although those with any odd n are excluded on a circle if we stick to PBC.
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Correspondingly, all of U(m) related by the singular gauge transformation as mentioned

before may also be said to have an equal qualification. But an odd m configuration

would be realized in the form of monopolia by Nambu'" , like mesons in QCD, because

of the siting singularity.

Furthermore, recall that skyrmion ansatl'" with multiple baryon number r;: of 51/(2)

nonlinear sigma model forms similarly a series:

U(m) = exp(i(f • r)mF(r))
(5.6)

with f(0) = ir,F(co) = 0 (m=l ,2 , - • • ) •

According to a recent article by Atiyah and Manton'" , the skyrmion with m is related to

the instanton with winding number m. 0(3) monopoles with multiple magnetic charge

m but without string singularity in 3+1 dimensions by Bais"' also form similar series

of classical solutions, whose asymptotic configuration is given by U{m = 1) in (5.2) but

ip —> mifi . All these configurations possess topological charges m.

Aside from topology, however, the key point for the serial configurations may be how

to introduce some nodal structure in sequence such as Regge poles and daughters into a

trivial configuration, as is well known in bound state problems of quantum mechanics.

The trivial configuration means the zero solution /«(n = 0) for the (7(3) sphaterons or

the asymptotic unit matrix U - l(m = 0) in (5.2) or (5.6). The above SU(2) and

0(3) models except for the SU{2) gauge-Higgs model are now known to admit soliton

solutions in a serial way, which would indicate that the electroweak theory may supply

a rich spectrum of saddle point solutions in addition to the sphaleion 5, as conjectured

in II.
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5.2. "BARYONIC CHARGE" Q OF 0(3) SPHALERONS ON A CIRCLE

In the case of the infinite spatial domain, the 0(3) field 11 on the Euclidean plane

gives a mapping from S 2 to S2, whose winding number is''

(5.7)

Recalling that /< of the general form of u in (3.1) is the noncontractiblt loop parameter,

ive assume ft = /i(r) with time T and measure "baryonic charge" Q at the top of the

noncontractible loop /i = */2 for the 0(3) sphaleron /„:

«/2 A/J

f f „)</£
M (58)

«/2 A/J

Q(n) = -~ ffism^dr f f'a{\ + cos/„4T I M

Obviously, for any even n under PBC

(?(n = 21) = 0, (5.9)

but for an odd n = 21 + 1 under PABC

^~kZ]k^\-l)w/2. (5.10)

That is, in the large A, kn — ] limit, the absolute baryonic charge is one half as the

electroweak sphaleton" , whose sign is given by the antikink number minus the kink

number for the convention here .
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6. Conclusion

We have constructed 0(3) sphalerons on a circle, which are saddle point solutions

because of their negative mode(s), and discussed how the O(3) sphalerons / . and / .

correspond to the electroweak sphaleron 5 and the new sphaleron S'. That the 0(3)

field is of mutticomponent makes this correspondence possible. We could guess that

sphalerons of a single component field such as <j> may be far from imitations of the

electroweak sphaleron S.

We expect that a lattice simulation at finite temperature of the 0(3) sphaleron

transition would serve to understand the electroweak sphaleron transition of the early

universe, even if the imitation of the latter by the former is far from complete. We

should, however, pay due attention to the boundary condition problem. If we impose

the traditional PBC, the lowest possible sphaleron is / 2 with three negative modes* . If

we impose PABC on the contrary, we are to simulate the sphaleron transition over }x

provided that the size cf the system is not very large, as remarked at the end of Section

4. In any case, we encounter more than one saddle points if the size is large enough.

Formulating saddle point transition in the case of more than one negative modes

and/or more than one saddle points may be an interesting problem. Here we would

be presumably forced to analyze a complex of probability flow in energy functional. A

numerical analysis of the sphaleron transition rate as given in Section 4 will be made in

another article.

* See tke third footnote om p.3.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Schematic behaviors of the classical nontrivial solution (a) /„({) and (b) n[/n] in

the region -2K(k) <(,< 2K(k) around £ = 0, where k = kn.

2. Energy functional B[fn) of the nontrivial solutions /„ and the zero solution /„

versus A in the unit of E^ h = 8ui/g3. E[fn]/Ei A starts at A = An from n»/4

and tends rapidly to n.

3. Eigenvalues (£„, ev) of fluctuations (u, v) with bifurcation i t A = A2 .i.e., eu 2, ev 7

around /,(A > A,) and e™ around /0(A < A;). Note that ej* are nondegenerate

and doubly degenerate for m — 0 and m > 2 respectively. Solid curves aie full or

perturbative solutions given in the text. Dashed curves are due to plausible guess.
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